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A STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR LINEAR VISCOELASTIC SUBSTANCES 

R . SUBRAMANIAN a n d S . KUMARASWAMY 

(Received February 22, 1971) 

The study of the mechanical behaviour of viscoelastic substances has received 
considerable attention in the past as it was found to facilitate solutions of important 
problems in polymer chemistry which are intractable by other methods (see, for 
example, Tobolsky [1]). Usually it is assumed in the study of viscoelastic behaviour 
of polymers that the strains and consequently the stresses are deterministic functions 
of the coordinates and all the attempts have been directed towards the determination 
of the relationship between the strains and resulting stresses. However, in a recent 
contribution, Sobotka and Murzewski [2] have assumed the stress components 
to be independent random variables and obtained the statistical characteristics 
of the equivalent stress of an elastic plastic material. Motivated by this, we wish 
to study in a systematic manner the consequences of the random nature of the strain 
and stress with the help of stochastic point processes (for example, see S. K. Srini-
vasan [3]). 

Consider a viscoelastic material subjected to a series of tensile strains s(tx), s(t2), . . . 
..., s(tt), ..., s(tn) at random instants of time t u t2, ..., it, ..., tn. We assume that 
{s(t)} is a stochastic process with stationary independent increments. Let E(t — T) 
be the relaxation modulus in terms of which the stress o(t) is related to the strain 
S(T) (t > T) by the formula 

(1) a(t) = E(t - T) s(r) . 

Expressing the linear viscoelastic behaviour of the material by Boltzmann principle 
(see, for example, [1]) the stress at the end of the above loading history is 

(2) a(t)=tE(t-t>,S(ti)H(t-t^ 
1 = 1 

where H is the Heaviside function and 

(3) S(f.) = s ( f i ) - s ( f i _ 1 ) . 
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By our assumption on {s(t)}, S(tt)'$ constitute a set of statistically independent and 

identically distributed random variables. We can express o(t) as a stochastic integral 

and study its statistical behaviour. 

Let N(T) be the random variable representing the number of times the body is 

subjected to strains in the time interval [0, T] SO that dN(T) represents the correspond

ing number in (T, T + dT). Then o(t) can be written as 

(4)*) a(t) = E(t - т) S(т) dN(т) 

We assume that the probability that dN(T) assumes the value 1 is proportional 

to dT and the probability that it assumes the value n(n > 1) is of a negligibly smaller 

order of magnitude than dT. To obtain the moments of o(t) we evaluate the expect

ation value of the appropriate power from the stochastic integral given in 

equation (4). We Ljsume that S(T) and dN(T) are statistically independent. The 

moments and correlations of o(t) are expressible in terms of the correlations of 

dN(T) which are known as product densities (see Ramakrishnan [4]). Writing 

(5) 

and 

e{dN(x)} = /.(т) dт 

г{diY(т,) dN(x2)} = f2(xu т2) dт, dт2 if т, + т2 

the first two moments are given by 

(6) e{a(t)} = ( E(t-x)f1(x)e{S(x)}dx 

(7) e{a2(t)} = f Í / 2 ( T „ T2) E(í - T,) E(í - T2) £{S(T,) S(T2)} dt, dT2 + 

J 0 J 0 

+ í / , (T)E2 (S -T)f i {S2 (T)}dT. 

*) For a continuous strain history the Boltzmann principle assumes the integral form 

c(t) E(ř - т) —X-Í dт 
! dт 

(see, for example, Tobolsky [ll). 

But we observe that in equation (4) the stochastic integral contains only the strain and not 
the strain rate. This is due to the fact that it is obtained under the assumption that the body is 
subjected to a sequence of tensile strains applied at discrete instants of time. The above equation 
can be derived from (4) if we insist that the random variable d/V(T) assumes the value 1 with 
probability 1 in every interval of length dr. 
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The product densities are also useful in the calculation of the correlations of o(t). 
The second order correlation of o(t) is given by 

(8) s{a(tl) a(t2)} = f" f \(tx - t . ) E(t2 - T 2 ) / 2 ( T „ T2) £ { S ( T , ) 5 (T 2 )} dr, dT2 + 
J 0 J 0 

+ r '* E(-"i - T) F(l2 - T)A(T) £{S2(T)} dT . 
Jo 

Similarly, higher order correlations can be written down in terms of higher order 
product densities (see [4]). 

Thus a knowledge of the processes 5(T) and dN(T) will enable us to obtain the 
statistical characteristics of the stress o(t). 

Poissou Model 

We shall assume that the points on the time axis corresponding to the instants 
when the body is subjected to tensile strains are distributed in accordance with the 
Poisson law with constant average density X. The product densities in this case are 

(9) / „ ( T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T „ ) = A" (n = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ) . 

The expectation and variance of o(t) are thus given by 

(10) &{o(t)} = j X E(t - T) B{S(T)} dT . 

(11) Yzr[o(t)]=s{o2(t)}~[s{o(t)}]2 = 
t 

X2 E(t - Tj) E(t - T2) S{S(T1) S(T2)} dTx dT2 + 

0J 

X E2(t - T) S{S2(T)} dT 

• t 

X E(t - T) E{S(T)} dT 
o 

= ['xE2(t - T)£{S2(T)}dT 

[since £{S(r,) S(T 2 )} = £{S(T,)} £{S(r2)}] . 

In general, a random process cannot be described by a finite number of functions 
of a finite number of variables and hence is either characterized by an infinite sequence 
of functions or by a functional. The characteristic functional for our process is 
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defined by 

(12) 0[q] = a Jexp i g(r) CJ(T) di 
J o 

The functional formulation given by equation (12) above has the decided advantage 
that it contains in a "portmanteau" form all the statistical properties of the underlying 
process. 

We now derive the expression for the characteristic functional for a(t) for the 
model considered above which completely describes the process. The characteristic 
functional Q[q] is given by 

(13) Q[q] = e Jexp i g(T) G(X) dx\ = 

exp i J q(x) dx \ E(x - T') S(T') dN(T')| = 

exp i j S(x') dN(x') j q(x) E(x - x') dx\ = 

= £ jexp i l(x\ t) S(x') dN(x')l 

l(x\ 0 = | (̂T) £(T ~ T0 dT 

= £ 

where 

or 

0[q] = £ jexp i j l(T, t) 5(T) dN(T)| . 

To evaluate the expectation value, we divide the interval (0, t) into a number of 
sub-intervals of length A and calculate the corresponding contributions to 0[q] 
by summing over all A's. Making use of the fact that dN(T) assumes the value 1 
in an interval A with probability 1A and 0 with probability (1 — 1A), we obtain 

(14) S[q] = exp X f d r f [eil(t>t)S(x) - 1] n(S) dS 
Jo Js 

where 7r(S) is the probability density function for S. 

Equations analogous to (2), (3) and (4) can be written for the cumulative strain 
of a linearly viscoelastic material subjected to successive random stresses a(ti) at 
instants th making use of the elastic compliance. 

We are thankful to Professor S. K. Srinivasan and R. Vasudevan for many useful 
discussions. 
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S o u h r n 

STOCHASTICKÝ MODEL PRO LINEÁRNÍ VISKOELASTICKÉ LÁTKY 

R. SUBRAMANIAN, S . KUMARASWAMY 

Vliv historie náhodného zatížení na rozložení napětí ve viskoelastickém materiálu 

je studován pomocí stochastických bodových procesů. Jsou nalezeny první dva 

momenty napětí v případě Poissonova modelu je podáno explicite vyjádření charak

teristického funkcionálu. 
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